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Comments from the Chair 
Applications for Professional Leave 

Applications for professional leave for the 2002-2003 academic year are due in Department 
offices on 15 September 2001 and in the Provost's Office 15 October 2001. In accordance with 
the Constitution, the Professional Leave Review Committee is charged with publishing the 
criteria by which they evaluate applications. Here is their statement: 

"Sabbatical leave proposals are evaluated on the following criteria: 
clarity of presentation of proposed objectives (including schedule and 
planned outcomes), potential contribution of the project to teaching or 
professional stature, necessity for leave, and evidence of productivity 
in prior leaves or ongoing scholarly activity. See the Guidelines for 
the Submission of Proposals for Sabbatical Leaves for further detail 
and clarification." 

The Guidelines for Submission of Proposals for Sabbatical Leaves are (is?) available in the 
Provost's Office. 

Call for Nominations 

Excellence A wards and Distinguished Ranks 

Nominations are now being accepted for the following SUNY Ranks 

Distinguished Teaching Professor 

Distinguished Service Professor 

Distinguished Librarian 

Distinguished Professor 

And for the following Chancellor's A wards: 
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Excellence in Teaching 

Excellence in Librarianship 

Excellence in Professional Service 

Nominations for these ranks and awards must be submitted in writing by Monday, 
September 17, 2001 to Terry Bazzett, College Senate Vice Chair, Sturges 34. Confidential 
nominations should consist of a 1-2 page nomination letter describing the nominee's 
qualifications for the award or rank. 

Descriptions of the criteria and eligibility for these awards and ranks are available at: 

http://www.geneseo.edu/-senate/Excellence/index.html 

Agenda 
College Senate Meeting-1 May 2001 

4:00p.m. 

Adoption of Agenda 

Newton 204 

Call to Order 

Approval of the Minutes of the Previous Meeting 
(Bulletin pp. 443-447) 

Senate Reports 

Chair's Report 

President's Report 

Provost's Report 

Treasurer's Report 

Vice-Chair's Report 

University Faculty Senator's Report 
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Chris Leary 

Chris Dahl 

Barbara Dixon 

Anne-Marie Reynolds 

Jan Lovett 

Ed Wallace 



Central Council Report Eric Kallin 

Reports of the Standing Committees 

Undergraduate Academic Policies, 
Core, and Review Committee Ed Gillin 

Undergraduate Curriculum 
Committee Terry Bazzett 

Second Reading (all passed first reading at the Senate meeting of 10 April) 

• Approval for Core Credit (Bulletin, p. 426) 

Social Science Core 

Hist 155 Politics and Power in the U.S. 
Hist 161 Issues in American History I 
Hist 162 Issues in American History II 
Hist 260 Women in U. S. History 
Hist 264 Immigration in U.S. History 
Hist 166 African-American History 
Hist 266 Civil Rights Movement in America 

Fine Arts Core 

Arts 102 Intro to the Visual Arts 

• New Course 

Mathematics 340/Biology 340 Modeling Biological Systems 
(Bulletin, p. 426) 

• Minor Course Revisions 

INTD 203 Social Foundations of American Education (Bulletin, p. 
274) 
INTD 301 (Mathematics) Topics in Secondary Education: 
Mathematics (Bulletin, p. 403) 
INTD 302 (Mathematics) Methods and Materials-Secondary 
Education: Mathematics (Bulletin, p. 407) 

• Major Course Revisions 
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EDUC 204 Dimensions of Teaching (Adolescent Certification) 
(Bulletin, p. 350) . 
EDUC 340 Student Teaching-Middle School Education (Bulletin, 

p. 393) . 
EDUC 350 Student Teaching-High School Education (Bulletin, p. 
398) 

INTD 300 (Science) Topics in Secondary Education: Science 
(Bulletin, p. 286 and p. 393) 
INTD 301 (English) Topics in Secondary Education: 
English-Literature in the Secondary English Classroom (Bulletin, 
p. 276) 
INTD 301 (Social Studies) Topics in Secondary Education: Social 
Studies (Bulletin, p. 346) 
INTD 302 (English) Methods and Materials in Secondary 
Education: English (Bulletin, p. 291) 
INTD 302 (Foreign Language) Methods and Materials: Foreign 
Languages (Bulletin, p. 313) 
INTD 302 (Social Studies) Methods and Materials in Secondary 
Education: Social Studies (Bulletin, p. 341) 
INTD 302 (Chemistry) Methods and Materials in Secondary 
Education: General Science & Chemistry (Bulletin, p. 363) 
INTD 302 (Biology) Methods and Materials in Secondary 
Education: General Science & Biology(Bulletin, p. 369) 
INTD 302 (Physics) Methods and Materials in Secondary 
Education: General Science & Physics(Bulletin, p. 376) 
INTD 302 (Earth Science) Methods and Materials in Secondary 
Education: General Science & Earth Science(Bulletin, p. 382) 

SPED 205 Teaching Secondary Learners with Special Needs 
(Bulletin, p. 335) 

• New Courses 

EDUC 215 Foundations of Literacy (Bulletin, p. 356) 
EDUC 303 Field Experience (Bulletin, p. 323) 

• Program Revisions 

Secondary Social Studies (Related Requirements) (Bulletin, p. 
328) 
Adolescent Certification (Bulletin, p. 410) 

Faculty Affairs Committee Maria Lima 
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Student Affairs Committee JeeLoo Liu 

Graduate Affairs Committee Judy Bushnell 

Second Reading (passed first reading at the Senate meeting of 10 April) 

• Program Revision 

M.A. in Speech Pathology (Bulletin p. 434) 

New Business 

Adjournment 

2001-2002 College Senate Meeting 

1 May 2001 

Call to Order 

Chair's Report 

New Business 

Adjournment 

Minutes 

Agenda 

Jan Lovett 

Student Affairs Committee--24 April 2001 

A Panel Discussion on the Laptop Program 

4-6PM 

Newton204 
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JeeLoo Liu 

Moderator 

Department of Philosophy 

On behalf of the Student Affairs Committee, I would like to welcome you all for coming. Let me 
first explain the nature of this panel discussion. We have here with us thirteen panelists, 
representing different perspectives on the proposed laptop program. Details of the proposal can 
be found on the Geneseo Wireless Computing web site. Also, there have been numerous 
presentations of the proposed program itself. Therefore, we shall not go into detail with regards 
to the content of the proposed program. Instead, the panelists will be presenting their opinions on 
the program. I have asked them to separate the two issues: one is whether Geneseo should go 
wireless, the other is whether there should be a mandatory laptop program. Each of them will 
give a short three-to-five-minute's presentation. After their presentation, the discussion will be 
open to the whole audience. The Student Affairs Committee has two secretaries who will be 
taking down the minutes of this meeting. The minutes will be published in the College Senate's 
Bulletin. To help the secretaries keep a correct record, please identify yourself first when you 
speak up from the audience seat. The goal of today's panel discussion is not to reach any decision 
or any consensus on the issue. We hope that our expressed opinions will help you formulate your 
own opinions on the laptop program. We also hope that what is being expressed and recorded at 
this meeting will be used as a valuable source of inputs when the College considers launching 
any mandatory laptop program in the near future. Without further ado, I shall introduce the first 
panelist. 

Gregg Hartvigsen 

Department of Biology 

I am a Senator-at-Large with six or fewer years of service. I recently polled, by email, the group 
of 78 faculty members with six or fewer years of service here at Geneseo to ask them their 
opinion on the value of having students walking around campus with laptops. Four members 
responded: one had heard of it but had not yet formed an opinion while two informed me of the 
recent Cornell "study" concluding that laptops can be both beneficial and detrimental to learning. 
The only response I received expressing an opinion was from a faculty member who was 
strongly in support of the proposal. This person suggested that laptops would help students 
simplify their dorm rooms, increase their freedom in where they work, help them in their more 
technical courses, and level the playing field with technology if students are able to received 
finan:i~l support in acquiring laptop computers. My own feeling is that the program should be 
beneficial to most students if the administration ensures relatively equal access to students and 
works hard to supply faculty with laptops and promotes, through educational support, their use in 
teaching and learning. 
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Robert Bonfiglio 

Vice President of Student and Campus Life 

He explained that he initially had a lot of questions, and, after Steve Padalino answered them, he 
feels it is important to continue in implementing the wireless conversion and move towards a 
standard for all students. He supports the program for the following reasons: 

1. It promotes innovation in teaching. 

2. It is good stewardship since it isn't prudent to pour money into labs and hardware. 

3. CIT will offer better support for students with standard software platforms. 

4. It will enhance the image of SUNY Geneseo in the educational community. 

5. He is an optimist by nature, and assures questions on affordability, financial aid, security 
and safety and issues of personal choice will be satisfactorily addressed in the future. 

Doug Baldwin 

Department of Computer Science 

Coming from a discipline that makes heavy use of computers, I see that more and more of my 
students prefer to use their own computers, not College computer labs, for course work. I suspect 
this is also true in other computer-using disciplines, as the advantages of one's own computer are 
compelling: access whenever you want, not when a lab is open; no need to walk to some other 
building and compete with other students for machines; a familiar, personalized, computer. 
Shifting to portable student-owned computers magnifies these benefits: that familiar computer 
can be carried to laboratories, classrooms, professors' offices, libraries, and wherever else 
references, peers, or mentors can help with work; no more moving data from the computers in 
laboratories to the one at home, with the concomitant problems of forgotten files, incompatible 
software versions, etc. I therefore see student ownership of laptop computers as a big benefit to 
students, and students seem to be ahead of me in this respect (based on the estimate that 20% of 
the freshmen who brought computers to Geneseo this year brought laptops). 

I believe that if present trends continue, without any College laptop program, we will soon see 
widespread laptop use among students, with a net positive impact on students' education and 
lives -- at least for those students who can afford laptop computers, and who have the savvy to 
select one compatible with the College's networks and commonly used software. The others, of 
course, will be left out. A College-defined mandatory laptop requirement avoids this segregation 
of students into laptop-haves and laptop-have-nots: Required expenses qualify for financial aid 
(and attract more interest from scholarship donors), easing the burden on low-income students; a 
predictable customer pool is attractive to vendors, who respond with price discounts; the College 
can ensure compatibility between laptops it specifies and its infrastructure, and can provide a lot 
of support for those laptops right here on campus. I therefore believe that a mandatory laptop 
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program is in the interest of our students. 

Celia A. Easton 

Department of English 

I have very few comments to make about a wireless network at Geneseo. It is clear that most 
Colleges are headed in this direction and a wireless network will (eventually) be both cost
effective and extremely convenient. The following comments address the proposal to require that 
all students buy laptops. 

Every spring prospective students visit the College with their parents while they are deciding 
whether or not to accept Geneseo's offer of admission. Many of these students visit the home 
departments of the major they hope to pursue. In the spring of 2000, shortly after I had 
participated in some preliminary discussions about a laptop initiative at Geneseo, I informally 
queried a number of parents who were waiting in the hallway of Welles as their sons and 
daughters met with the department chair. Even though the students were prospective Humanities 
majors, all of the parents were enthusiastic about a College laptop program. They planned to buy 
a computer for their new college student, they wanted some direction on what kind of computer 
to buy, and they wanted to ensure that the student acquired technical skills while in college. 

This informal poll of a handful of parents hardly justifies the program, since those who spend the 
extra time visiting and interviewing are already self-selected in their commitment to their 
children's education. Moreover, these parents are probably among the more financially secure of 
our candidates for admission. Nevertheless, I believe that their desire for some direction from the 
College in guiding their children toward computer purchasing and use is fairly widespread. 

This initiative particularly concerns me as a professor in the Humanities because almost all of 
my students will end up in careers that demand some computer and technology experience (as 
teachers, technical writers, editors, lawyers, librarians, etc.). A laptop initiative would take my 
students considerably beyond their current skills in word processing and emailing. I am 
particularly interested in enhancing their skills in research and information design. (A good 
example of the need for skills in "information design" is the Palm Beach "Butterfly Ballot" from 
last fall's election.) 

Elsewhere I have outlined some "dream" uses for universal student laptops. I believe most of 
them are credible. This is my list: 

1. In-class editing of student papers in a writing course. 

2. Easy exchange of drafts of student papers for peer editing. 

3. In-class research and bibliographic instruction. 

4. Out-of-class group project work. 
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5. In-class essay writing. 

6. Equal access to slides and "overhead" projection. 

7. Universal electronic access to handouts and model essays (saving paper and duplication 
costs). 

There are fair objections to the use of laptops in class. I make many personal connections with 
my students that I will not allow machines to mediate. Students who currently whisper and pass 
notes will be able to do so electronically. But just as I ask students to open or close their books, I 
believe it is simple enough to ask them to open or close a laptop. 

I look forward to in-class essays that are not compromised by illegible handwriting. But using 
this technology also means developing new kinds of exams--exams that would not be 
compromised by students having access to their class notes, for example. Clearly, professors will 
still be able to choose the format in which they wish their students to take exams and submit 
essays. A universal laptop initiative only expands the options. 

I already keep regular contact with my students through email. An initial electronic conversation, 
in fact, often breaks the ice for a student who subsequently feels more comfortable coming to see 
me in my office. My understanding is that students who have laptops in a wireless network stay 
in contact even more with their professors. Again, some professors do not like receiving email 
from students. My response to colleagues who tell me this is that they should simply inform their 
students that they should contact them in another manner. 

For the past three or four years, I have provided copies of old Humanities exams for my students 
through my web page. My exam questions differ each year, but I keep the same format for 
exams. The archived exams help students study and give them a sense of what to expect when 
they take their exam in class. Since I began doing this, my students have done much better on 
their Humanities exams and they have come to see me in preparing for the exams with a much 
better focus than they previously had. 

There are drawbacks to the wireless/laptop initiative. Students must bear costs some had not 
anticipated. Faculty who wish to take advantage of the program may need to rethink pedagogical 
approaches and initially spend some time in reformatting course materials. The greater access to 
useful information and skills, however, seems to me to outweigh these drawbacks. 

Jim Bearden 

Department of Sociology 
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I am an enthusiastic computer user. I keep course syllabi, reading and writing assignments, and 
grades on web pages or in WebCT web sites. I encourage the electronic submission of 
assignments. Probably next semester I will require electronic submission of assignments. I want 
all of my students to have easy and frequent access to a computer so they can work on WebCT 
and exchange email and discussion board comments with the class. I am not convinced that 
asking every student to buy exactly the same kind of computer is the best way to expand the use 
of computer technology across campus. I hope that the technology program we adopt will take 
variation among students and among faculty into account. For example, students' parents vary in 
income. Look at the graph of first year student parental income from the fall 2000. The lower 
quartile is just over $50K, the median is just under $75K and the upper quartile is about $110K. 
The interquartile range is approximately $60K. I believe that many parents will be sensitive to 
the price of the computer their child is asked to buy. Many students who currently bring 
computers to college spend quite a bit less than the projected cost of the laptop program. Why 
can't we offer some choice of computers that recognizes financial differences among students? 

Departments and faculty will adopt the new technologies in their courses at different rates and 
degrees. Some majors will find that very few of their courses make use of laptops. Other students 
will be using their laptops in most of their courses. Maybe some students need a $3000 laptop 
that costs them $2000. Others will be satisfied with similar power in a desktop that costs less and 
another group will be happy with a less powerful laptop that also costs less. 

Finally, there is variance in the faculty response to the new technology. No one in my department 
shares my enthusiasm about computer technology. Some are unlikely to ever use the technology, 
while others are concerned about the time and energy it will take to learn how to use it. They ask 
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me, in my role as department chair, questions I can't answer with certainty. "How will I learn to 
use the technology?" "Will there be money for training?" "Will CIT be able to provide the kind 
of support I'll need?" "Should I spend next summer learning to make web pages for my courses 
or write an article to submit to a journal for publication?" "How will all this affect my tenure 
decision?" "What happens if my SOFI scores go down while I'm learning to use the new 
technology?" "I can't imagine how having computers in the classroom will improve my 
teaching?" "Will I be expected to use the technology if students are expected to buy the laptops?" 
"What happens if I refuse?" 

I hope that fora like this meeting will help us develop a technology program that answers these 
and other questions raised by the panelists today. 

Dennis Showers 

School of Education 

Starting in the late 1970's educational institutions began spending billions on technology, 
especially computers. Today that amounts to about $5 billion per year. Those dollars are not 
available to hire more teachers or fund other programs. The computer labs of the 1980's and 
1990's were a seriously underutilized resource mainly because teachers did not have a reason to 
change how they taught to take advantage of the new technology. (In some cases, it wouldn't 
have made sense anyway.) In the meantime, beneficial programs went under funded. 

Computers can be used to enhance the classroom experience, but the cost does not stop once the 
hardware and software are bought. The National Educational Technology Standards for teachers 
points out "The world is different. Kids are different. Learning is different. And teaching must be 
different too!" This means "establishing new learning environments" that are multi-path, 
collaborative, authentic and otherwise different from traditional teaching methods. The report 
(written for precollege teachers) sets out ten categories of professional preparation that educators 
must have to take advantage of these new learning environments. In the face of spending over $1 
million per entering class, do we have the faculty commitment to new skills and teaching 
methods? 

Is there a majority of faculty volunteering to put forth the effort to shift the Geneseo 
environment? Are we going to put the faculty on a developmental plan, with performance 
indicators to assure that the majority have the skills to make use of this new environment? Are 
faculty willing to take the short-term loss in productivity that accompanies shifts in pedagogy? 
Can untenured faculty de-emphasize scholarship for 2-3 semesters while developing new skills 
for teaching? If this commitment to a new pedagogy isn't in the plan, can we justify the 
expenditure of our students' money? If 25% of the faculty make use ofthe available technology, 
that translates to ten out of about 40 courses over a student's career. Does that establish a new 
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learning environment or force the students to shift between two coexisting worlds? 

This may well be an unprecedented opportunity to move the College. Are the movers ready for 
the heavy lifting to come? 

Meg Stolee 

Department of History 

I am genuinely puzzled by nearly everything connected to the laptop initiative. Let me share my 
puzzlement in the hopes that I can get or provoke compelling answers. 

It seems to me that comparisons with the Distance Learning flop are valid, i.e., that we as a 
college want to do the laptop initiative because the opportunity is there and we will worry about 
issues of governance, policy, pedagogical needs, etc. later. Are we once again going to jump on a 
train before we know where it is going? Please tell me if or why this comparison is not true. 

I am mystified by the laptop presentation at the March 13 Senate meeting. The invited speaker 
told an audience of primarily faculty and students that he could spend 45 minutes off the top of 
his head describing the educational and pedagogical advantages of the laptop initiative. He then 
chose to spend no time at all on this issue. This is symbolic of the generally clumsy handling of 
what is emerging as a sensitive issue. What is the apparent reluctance to get the majority of the 
faculty informed on this subject? 

The best posting on this issue has been Dennis Showers' question: what is the problem this 
initiative is designed to solve? Why has there been no public answer to this question (that I know 
of) from anyone involved in the initiative? 

I think there is an important yet unanswered question about faculty/staff access to laptops and 
training if the initiative goes through. Students who have to purchase laptops can legitimately 
expect that they will be using those laptops in class and in other college-sponsored activities. 
How will this work if laptops or the ability to use them are NOT present among the faculty and 
staff? Are there plans to provide faculty and staff with technology similar to that of the students? 

If the faculty and staff will need their own laptops, who will purchase them? I personally need 
Macs because the majority of my research involves documents in Russian, and the Cyrillic 
programs on the Macs far exceed what is available on PCs. I will never personally buy a PC. If 
the initiative goes through, will my IBook be compatible or will someone else provide me with a 
PC and the appropriate training? If my Mac is incompatible and if no one arranges easy access to 
a PC for me, will I 

therefore be placed in the new judgmental category that seems to be emerging on campus: 
"faculty who have chosen NOT to be technologically up-to-date?" 

What will the impact of this new, currently unofficial category be as we evaluate faculty and 
staff for renewal, tenure, and promotion? 
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If the College buys software packages for campus-wide use, will the pedagogical support 
systems available be only those that come with the software? E.g., will the maps I use in Hist 
106 be limited to the maps available in the package? Is there a threat to my academic freedom 
here? Is there a potential threat of corporate dictates to the curriculum at Geneseo, already the 
victim of too many curricular mandates from without? 

Frankly, the packaged stuff for history I have seen so far is too simplistic for use at Geneseo -
will we be obliged to dumb down our courses because of technological dictates? Or will the 
College spend lots of money on stuff we will not use? 

Have the folk involved in this initiative ever systematically surveyed the faculty on the 
technological needs they have in their teaching? I have a long list of needs that no one seems to 
listen to. It is important to note that I teach in Sturges where the technological level is essentially 
World War II era surplus overhead projectors. 

What technology would help me in my teaching? 

1. an overhead projector that will actually focus and whose glass plate is unscratched; light 
bulbs in them would be nice too. 

2. screens and overheads that are placed so you can indeed project something from one to 
the other and not render the chalkboard/white board useless while doing so. 

3. a VCR that is not corroded by chalk dust 

4. an Elmo or opaque projector 

5. a slide projector that will actually focus and does not require me to cannibalize other slide 
projectors or to engage in stealth maneuvers against my colleagues in order to have it 
available when I need it. 

6. a TV with a screen large enough for students to see it from all areas of the classroom. 

7. a scanner that will work with the maps, images, and documents I need to teach history. 

I can actually think of more sophisticated things: a smart class room, the device (whatever you 
call it) that will let me project items from my computer onto a classroom screen, a smart cart, 
large screens for video showing (either a rear-screen projection system or a really big TV), a CD 
burner, etc. I do not really see how having every student with a laptop will address any of my 
current pedagogical needs. Please enlighten me. 

I also suspect that my current pedagogical needs can be met for less money than the laptop 
initiative is likely to cost. Am I the only faculty member on campus whose teaching would 
benefit from those things listed above? Has there been serious consideration of refurbishing and 
updating the classrooms on campus? Is adding mandatory laptops clearly more generally 
beneficial than an overall teaching-space renovation? 

What will the noise level be in a class of 45 students taking notes on their laptops? 
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I already have students in my classes using laptops for note taking - their main complaint is that I 
spontaneously draw too many diagrams on the board that they cannot take down; they actually 
have to get out paper! Will I be pressured in the future to end previously unplanned diagramming 
as a way to clarify issues or to address student questions? 

Do all of these questions mean that I am opposed to the laptop initiative? No- they merely mean 
that no one has addressed them to me. 

Tony Macula 

Department of Mathematics 

I am a computational mathematician. I think computers and networks are great for the most part. 
Without their existence, I wouldn't be thinking about neat things like computer security and 
genomic analysis. 

I will refer to our (yet to be completely announced) voluntary laptop proposal as our phase I of a 
mandatory laptop requirement for all Geneseo students. 

I am opposed to our phase I, because the students should have the option of purchasing a 
desktop, a laptop or nothing. Right it is a laptop or nothing. Why are we the rushing exclusively 
to laptops? 

A representative of the Provost's office told me that the desktop option is not being offered to the 
students because "desktops can't be brought into the classroom." This response exposes a main 
theme of the overall proposal--the ability to require students to have laptops in any class at any 
time. 

And, there's the rub. 

I don't think that a decisive move in this direction is needed at this time. [Less than 1% of all the 
colleges in the country have a laptop program of any kind and less than 30 have a mandatory 
laptop requirement.] A minority of the Geneseo faculty have experience teaching classes with 
active computer technology, and for those that do, the existing supply of hardwired computer 
enhanced labs and classrooms exceeds the current demand. I have heard claims about how 
laptops can enhance teaching and learning. However, it is not the laptop that makes whatever 
enhancements and/or dehancements there are possible. Rather, it is networked computer access 
that is key to these diamonds and/or pitfalls. And, networked desktop computers are, in many 
ways, better than (or not as bad as) networked laptops. 

Phase I of any "computers in every class initiative" should first focus on the faculty and then the 
students. Not the other way around as is currently proposed. In regard to classroom instruction, 
the existing networked labs and classrooms are underutilized. So why move toward a 
requirement designed to tum every class into a laboratory? Without the faculty in the lead, the 
students will be "all lapped up with no place to go." 
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What is the rush? 

Then there is the added cost of a "wireless " campus. The claims that "wireless is cheaper" are 
incorrect. First there is the misconception that a "wireless" campus is wireless. There is plenty of 
wire in a wireless network. So we can ask, what will be the difference between a "mobile 
computing" campus and what we currently have? The essential difference would be that the 
college would buy about 150 fewer computers a year and the students will buy about 500 more 
(with higher expectations of support). Thus the infrastructure costs of a mobile network will be at 
least as much as currently exists and probably more, because with a mandatory policy, there will 
be many more computers on campus to support. Thus the "wireless campus" will cost "the 
college and the students" more (technology fees will need to rise) and it with cost "just the 
students" more (about $2.5 million per year for laptop package.) During a time when SUNY 
colleges are supposed to be reducing student fees, these added student costs are a de facto tuition 
increase and defy SUNY's primary mission objective--access. 

And I don't see the "financial aid" benefits of a mandatory requirement because about 90% of our 
frosh and sophomore students are already borrowing the maximum loan amount without the 
added cost of a laptop. 

So, what is the rush? 

Finally, I have serious questions about the role of computers in the classroom. I think it is well 
within the bounds of academic freedom and inquiry to experiment with the laptops. I myself 
have experimented extensively with technology in the classroom. Personally, I have come to the 
conclusion that frequent reliance on technology in basic mathematics classes is a bad idea and 
has a net negative impact on the mathematical development of our students. There is a brief 
window of time in life when one can best develop abstract thinking and I feel that the reliance on 
computing, graphing, and symbolic processing devices in many math courses is detrimental to 
this development. In many ways, we may be robbing students of their mathematical youth. 

So, if we have a mandatory laptop policy, will it be within the bounds of academic freedom not 
to use it? Next year, I may not allow laptops in my classes. Certainly not during my exams, but 
mostly because I find it impossible to lecture when folks are "clicking and typing away." All of 
these issues and more should have been brought to the Senate before the implementation of 
Phase I. 

So, 

1. with serious issues of pedagogy and academic freedom left unresolved, 

2. with the need for laptops in the classroom unestablished, 

3. with the increased costs of a "wireless campus," 

4. with the possibility of making Geneseo less accessible and attractive for many students, and 

5. with the initial and (backward) focus on the students instead of the faculty, 
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I ask the question, What is the rush? 

If we are moving full-steam ahead to: 

" (possibly) produce a competitive advantage for Geneseo in college student market place." 

or to: 

"(possibly) gain national recognition as a campus leader in wireless learning technologies." 

Then there is absolutely no reason to rush! 

David Forero 

System Manager 

Computer Science 

I believe that the only constant is change. This is very true in technology. In my professional 
experience I have seen many strategies that people and organizations have used to deal with the 
constant of change. The college is currently struggling with one change that is certain to come at 
some point, ubiquitous computing. This change may not actually come in the form of a computer 
laptop. It may come in the form of large amounts of imbedded computing devices. Regardless, 
the college must decide how it will deal with shifting technology. Certainly, the computer laptop 
is one of the most common forms of ubiquitous computing, followed up by palmtops and 
personal digital assistants. So it makes sense that the first widespread discussions about this issue 
should center around laptops. 

A natural question about this type of change is the amount of financial commitment. The bottom 
line is that if the college plans to increase the computer to person ratio on campus to approximate 
1:1, then the following is true: 

• Networking costs increase in proportion to the number of computers 

• Technical support costs increase in proportion to the number of computers 

• Training costs increase in proportion to the number of computers 

Because of my professional experience I think it is important to highlight certain aspects of 
laptop/wireless environments. 

• Increased mobility and flexibility 

• Increased cost of computers and peripherals 

• Decreased network performance 

• Decreased features and expandability 
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• Decreased longevity of computers 

• Increased repair costs and down time 

• Increased training requirements for users to take advantage of the laptops 

Though that list is full of negatives, each point does not carry equal weight. The increase of 
mobility and flexibility can be a very strong benefit. But to take advantage of this aspect of 
laptops, the college needs to be prepared. If laptops are treated merely as smaller more expensive 
desktop computers then the college would be missing out of the true benefits of the technology. 
Appropriate training can make the difference between; an instructor who is aggravated by a 
classroom full of laptop armed students causing distraction, versus an instructor collaborating 
and guiding students using the same technology outside of class. 

Instant messaging is a perfect example of this difference. If students are conversing via IM in a 
lecture, it is disrupting and weakens the educational environment. Alternatively, faculty and 
students trained in the appropriate and effective use of the same technology can extend the 
educational environment outside of the lecture hall. Because of these possible outcomes, I am 
firmly in favor of a ubiquitous computing plan that helps the college take advantage of the 
aspects of technology that most benefit the education of students by training, equipping and 
developing faculty and staff to do just that. 

The campus does not need a mandatory program to effect the change to ubiquitous computing 
but it does need a program to prepare the faculty and staff to effectively utilize the technology 
which will inevitably be here. 

Sean Gordon 

Lead Program Analyst 

CIT 

First off, let me state that I am an avid computer user, and if it were not for my interest in 
computers I would not be here speaking to you today. I am also a firm believer that laptops are a 
great computer system for people that truly like computers. They never have to leave your side, 
and you can take them just about anywhere. I am not a person that would say a laptop is a 
solution for all though. I realize that a laptop is an expensive, under-powered, under-featured, 
and highly breakable when compared with desktop machines. The laptop's only redeeming 
quality is portability, and that is why I believe it is not the solution for all. 

I think that offering low cost computers to students is great. Every school should do this. Ever 
dollar a student has counts and if students are in the market for a new computer for personal use. 
this would be a nice option for them. 

Other benefits to the program are insuring the computers against theft and damage. Laptops, by 
nature, are more susceptible to breakage than desktops. Having onsite hardware 
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repair/replacement is also a definite plus. Being without a comput~r for a per~o? that relies on 
them is a painful time. These services would take computer downtime to a nummum 

I am a firm believer that technology education should accompany technology. 

It is great that you have the latest technology in the world, but it will remain useless unless you 
know how to use it. This proposal puts computers in people's hands, but does not educate people 
on how to use them. Many of the computers in use on this campus serve little more purpose than 
an e-mail machine. This is not because of lack of intelligence, but because training resources are 
few and far between, and technology education is very time consuming. Dropping a nice 
computer in people's hands will not lead them to utilize computers better. If we truly value 
getting our students better jobs lets focus on educating them on how to use a computer. 

This proposal also sets high expectations for support that are currently unrealistic. To replace 
professionally managed labs and substitute unmanaged personal computers has large trade-offs. 
Teaching with technology is hard enough, even for a person who is familiar with it. Having 
computers that work consistently, running the latest version of software is something that we 
take for granted. If we move to only specialty labs and supplement lab computers with student's 
laptops there is no guarantee that everyone's computer will have the correct software, if it is 
installed correctly, and even if the computer will function. 

Expectations of support have to be clearly defined. If we don't tell people that we are formatting 
your drive if you have an issue with your computer that cannot be solved in less than X number 
of minutes then they will be pretty unhappy when it happens, as students will have lost all data 
and applications that they installed or generated. This is what I call "hack and slash" tech 
support. It is sometimes needed, but with 5000 computers in circulation it will become a 
necessity. 

Wireless networking is a rather new technology, and with it come some drawbacks. The speed of 
wireless technology is currently 111 Oth of that of wired, but this can degrade to 1/300th or less 
depending on how many people are using wireless in your area. If we are to use wireless laptops 
in a lab setting their access to network resources would be severely diminished. Some 
departments put entire CDs online for their students to read. Using wireless in this setting would 
reduce computer speeds to a crawl. Transmitting your data wirelessly also has security risks that 
dwarf our current security concerns. 

Software licensing is another issue that comes up that has not been addressed. All the students 
are getting Office and a few other applications with their computers, but what about the software 
that costs a few hundred dollars each copy? Currently a lab can be set up with a few computers 
to run a application that many will use, but if everyone now owns their own computers you 
cannot have shared computers. We could set this software up in a specialty lab, but with many 
applications out there that will be used by many different people these specialty labs would be 
hard to get a seat in because the number of public access computers will be greatly reduced. 

Also, are we going to ask people that want a different type of computer from the standard setup 
to buy it because it helps keeps the cost down for everyone else? This seems unfair to me. 
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Computers are not a one size fits all solution. The more choices we freely offer students the 
better off they will be. If we go this route it should be driven by student's needs, not the need of 
the school to get a lower bid. If we support technology standards, as we do now, this is an easy 
task. 

Coming from another SUNY school where I struggled to make tuition payments on time I can 
see his program being a barrier to incoming students here at Geneseo. I participated in the Army 
Reserve, worked 20-30 hours a week, and took out every loan that I could find and I still ended 
up using my credit card to pay college bills. I was not the only student in this situation. I applaud 
the college, and Dr. Dahl, (http://www .geneseo.edu/-prez/Diversity/div _98.html) for trying hard 
to diversify our student population, but I think this program will work against it. I came to 
college with a 3-year-old desktop computer which worked fine for my needs, if I was mandated 
to buy a new computer I would not have been able to attend college. It is my greatest hope that 
we do not tum away qualified students because they see an additional expense that they cannot 
handle. 

I think making it mandatory for a student to own a computer in a school that has six students for 
every one public use computer is a questionable procedure. If the college can give students a 
discount on a computer or software that is great, as long as we give them choices. But if a 
student is comfortable using a lab computer who are we to say that they have to buy one for 
themselves? Public labs offer students more software and hardware than most people can think 
of. If faculty members or staff are having trouble finding a lab to teach in lets look the way we 
do scheduling for labs. Lets address the problems at hand at Geneseo, if there are any. 

Eric M. Kallio 

Student Representative 

Central Council 

Being on Central Council and College Senate has afforded me two opportunities to see the 
College's presentation on the perspective laptop program. Even though I have seen the 
presentation twice, I still do not feel that I have heard answers to many of the questions that have 
been asked of the presenters. Thus far, I have not heard about the actual cost to the student, I 
have not witnessed the faculty support necessary to fully integrate the laptop program into the 
curriculum, and I have not seen the planning board solicit input up until very late in the 
program's planning stages. 

Being one of the three student representatives on this panel, I felt it was my duty to not offer only 
my own opinions of the laptop initiative, but also talk with other students and attempt to convey 
their opinions. The other day I walked around the Union Dining Facilities and asked students to 
sum up their opinions of the program in a sentence or two. The overlying theme in every 
statement was that of distrust. Students feel that they have been left in the dark regarding this 
program, and they do not believe that the College introduced this idea to the community on 
campus in the correct manner. 
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Several students also stated that they believed that laptops in the classroom would provide too 
much of a distraction with email and instant messaging technologies. Another question asked 
involved classes that consisted of a mix of class years. In order for the program to become fully 
implemented, every student in the classroom must have a laptop, even the ~ventual 
upperclassmen that will not be mandated to buy into the progr~. Wh~t will the .students that 
come into Geneseo at the beginning stages of the program do with their $2000 piece of 
equipment if faculty cannot utilize the technology until the program is fully integrated? 

Several students also expressed their concerns that the program represents a way for the college 
to pass computer costs directly onto the students of Geneseo as SUNY faces college fee caps. 

It is unfortunate that a program that may be very good for the Geneseo Campus has been 
marketed in such a way to the community that it has actually turned people away. As a student 
leader on campus I have had many opportunities to serve as a student representative on different 
committees. However, this program's planning did not involve any students in its initial phase. 
This fact, along with many unanswered questions about the program has created an atmosphere 
of weariness among the students of Geneseo. 

Michelle Brummell 

Student Representative 

Student Affairs Committee 

One of the main reasons I chose to attend Geneseo was because it was affordable. From a Social 
Economic point of view my family it not rich enough to pay my tuition in full, but yet we are not 
poor enough to receive complete funding. I know many other students here are in the same 
situation. As a result Geneseo is a compromise as far as getting a good well-rounded education at 
a decent price. One of the other reasons I chose Geneseo was for its flexibility and its willingness 
to provide helpful services to its students. These two reasons have influenced my position on the 
laptop project. I believe that is a wonderful idea to provide the option to incoming students to 
purchase a laptop from the school, however, it should NEVER be mandatory! I feel that students 
should always have the option so that in the event that adding a laptop to their tuition would be 
an extra burden on their family's finances, they aren't forced into that situation. In addition, I 
think that if this project is made mandatory and an accepted students decides not to come to 
Geneseo because they couldn't afford the extra money for the laptop it would truly be a loss for 
the school. I don't see the need to make this program mandatory, when it runs the risk of 
admitted students not choosing Geneseo and the risk of adding unnecessary financial burden to 
those who decide to attend. In conclusion, I firmly stand for an optional laptop program as apart 
of tuition, which never becomes mandatory. Also I believe that the school should continue to 
provide CIT help Services to students that have not purchased laptops. Because as it stands that 
is included in our tuition now and to later deny later students that service would be wrong and a 
violation of the principles that this institution stands by. 
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Rebecca LaFountain 

Student Representative 

Student Affairs Committee 

Sickening is a process that undennines the intelligence of the common man. As a representative, 
I must accept my position in this collegiate society, but I feel I have little right to do so. I, as a 
representative have been consistently misinformed. Therefore the information that I bring back 
to the students of this campus is nothing of value. What is my purpose if I cannot help the 
concerns of my peers? As confirmed by many of the students I talked to, the "breaking-in" 
process of the laptop program seems to be a deferment of the reality. It seems as if we are being 
pacified while our moral rights are punctured and ripped apart in front of our eyes. The wireless 
program is a consensus by a few, implemented on a scared majority. We understand because of 
written law, this program will be put into action and it will be mandatory whether we like it or 
not. Obviously it is not up to us, otherwise, we would have been informed earlier and this 
discussion would not have occurred after decisions had already been made. Unfortunately, the 
question now is how we, the affected, are going to deal with these decisions. People want to 
know that everything is going to be ok. If the common man has to live up to the requirements of 
the elite, then the elite must also provide support. We must find ways to help make this change 
easier on the minds, hearts, and wallets of a perpetrated community. If we cannot guarantee this 
basic comfort then, I believe this program should be erased from our minds until we are mature 
enough to deal with the affects of issues, including but not limited to: financial aid, peer 
pressure, educational effects, the moral rights of our individuals, and the reflection of a wireless 
program in our community as a whole. Our voices should be heard. Ignorance should not be a 
basis of government. How could you, me, or anyone on this campus have an opinion when we do 
not know the facts? 

Discussion: 

A student asked for the exact page in the Geneseo handbook where it states students have to tum 
on computers. Gregg Hartvigsen answered that there is a computer experience requirement in 
Biology. Celia Easton reminded that the new state-mandated information technology 
requirement goes into effect in the fall. 

A student asked: who will train students how to use the computers, particularly when they will 
have different applications depending on the major/course? Celia Easton said that this would be 
handled by the major and asked the student to clarify how this connected to the initiative. The 
student responded that he wanted someone trained in computers to be teaching just as he would 
not want someone trained in Physics but in English teaching him how to write. Celia Easton 
responded by saying that Physics professors are teaching writing in the INTO 105 writing 
program. 

A student stated that, if students are mandated to buy computers, professors should be mandated 
to use them in the classroom. Tony Macula agreed, saying it was a fair expectation and that the 
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initiative should not be put into effect for that reason. Doug Baldwin stated that educat!onal .. 
experiences are not limited to the classroom and that the computer still has val~e (email; wntmg 
term papers). Gregg Hartvigsen suggested that not all ~ep~tm~nts sho.uld ~eqmre them--
whereas in the sciences it may have a significant contnbutwn, m a maJor hke dance, the need 
may not be there. Michelle Brummell commented that one doesn't need a laptop for email and 
writing papers. She said that this initiative seems like a fix for a problem that doesn't exist and 
that it should be an option but not a mandatory program. 

Jim Bearden emphasized his point about whether students could afford a laptop. He expressed 
his reservation about the promised "financial aids." He said that in his experience, a financial aid 
is simply more loans from the bank. Students will need to pay back these loans at some point. 

A student asked what would happen if 5000 students are running on wireless simultaneously. 
Sean Gordon replied that it would be very slow, but that speed could improve with advancements 
in technology. Tony Macula agreed, citing the example of the Associate Provost at Seton Hall 
College who instituted a mandatory laptop program. From his friend, Tony Macula learned that it 
costs five million dollars a year just for support for 5000 computers. 

A student identifying herself as a CIT worker for three years asked about students doing graphic 
design. In that field, most companies don't use IBM or Intel-based platforms. Thus, Mac labs 
would still be necessary for such students. Gregg Hartvigsen repeated his point that each 
department/program should make their own decisions in terms of what to and not to require 
based on usage and need. 

A student concurred, saying that having specific directives for each major is a step in the right 
direction. However, he argued that he couldn't afford to buy one computer for his classes and one 
for his major/personal use. Sean Gordon expressed the idea that computers are tools and that, if 
the tools work, they all should be supported. Gregg Hartvigsen replied that this a good idea in an 
ideal world but not practically speaking. Rebecca LaFountain said that she is an Art and 
International Law double major and that laptops for some majors would make her feel that 
majors like art were not as important. 

A student raised the issue of the health value to student and the extra weight of carrying the 
computer along with books and a backpack from the North side. She also asked about the 
increased risk of cheating and invasions of privacy. Gregg Hartvigsen responded that these were 
great questions and that the "test run" voluntary program in effect for a few years would give us 
an opportunity to answer them and truly study the program's value. 

Helena Waddy asked for clarification of terms such as "networked," asking if everyone must 
have it in order to proceed in the classroom. Doug Baldwin said that it depends upon the class. In 
his class, for example, having three or four students to a computer works fine. Gregg Hartvigsen 
respon.ded to Helena Wad~y that it would be ~e if the program was made mandatory. Helena 
asked tf she w.ould be for~Idden to procee~ With "innovative teaching" until it is a mandatory 
program. Davtd Forero said that that wasn t necessarily true. He added that there would be no 
increased cost to support multiple environments. 
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Sam Summers, Health Educator, said that, in her experience, first year students are shy, difficult 
to engage in conversation, and homesick. She asked if the students on the panel felt that, if they 
had had a laptop, it would have impeded their social development (making friends etc.). Rebecca 
LaFountain said that her use of the term "peer pressure" in her statement referred to a division 
between those with laptops and those without caused by the phasing in of the program. 

A student asked: What is the problem we're solving? Sean Gordon reiterated his point that we are 
confusing computer ownership with computer knowledge. The student continued saying that he 
had heard contradictory statements from the panel today and asked for a clarification of the 
proposal. Tony Macula said: "How much? What computer? What software? We don't know." 
Tony Macula went on to say that, nonetheless, the college is already abandoning labs, beginning 
the process, and repeated his question: Why are we rushing? 

A student wondered what the purpose of this panel was and whether these discussions will affect 
anything or if the deal was already made. JeeLoo Liu expressed again that the goal of the panel 
was to bring together a diversity of perspectives and that they are not a decision-making body 
with a goal to persuade students either way. The student asked if students would have any say. 
Doug Baldwin identified the status of the proposed program as he understands it as voluntary 
next year. He feels that it is widely viewed by those orchestrating the program as an exploratory 
year, a time when everybody learns. He added that there is not a mandatory program locked in 
place at this time so the answer to the question is yes, these discussions do have an impact. 

Eric Kallin asked how we could know the effects or pedagogical value of a mandatory program 
when it is only voluntary? He sees it as a catch-22, where we can't make the program mandatory 
without knowing its effects but can't know the effects without making it mandatory. He went on 
to say that there are so many unanswered questions that he doesn't understand how the college 
can feel comfortable spending so much money without knowing. Meg Stolee brought up an 
example of when Sweden was considering mandating driving on the opposite side of the road 
(half on the left and half on the right), and how the way in which this is being handled reminds 
her of it. 

Dan Brace asked Celia Easton, who had identified herself as a Mac user for 15 years, how she 
would feel if she were forced to buy an IBM. Celia Easton remarked how interesting it is that 
there is so much emotion around the issue and suggested that one should "never love stuff." She 
wondered why there was no outcry about the money spent on the South wall railings or 
classroom furnishings. She argued that living in a community necessitates compromises as, for 
example, the lack of student choice about course texts or curriculum. 

Michelle Brummell asked what the procedure was for next year. When no one answered, she 
wondered why we are doing it if that question cannot be answered and whom could she talk to to 
get these answers. Robert Bonfiglio responded to a number of the comments raised during the 
discussion. He said that the problem is "How do we spend the money?", how to use revenue for 
the greatest number and the greatest good, and how to make expenditures wisely. He went on to 
argue that the value added by the laptop initiative for students is enabling teachers to do more 
and better teaching, increasing the level of support and customer service, and increasing student 
success based on anecdotal evidence such as his nephew graduating from a wireless university 
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soon making a salary Robert Bonfiglio didn't make until his 20th year of employment. He agreed 
that the initiative was somewhat "clumsily" handled in terms of presentation. He concluded by 
saying that students have a number of options to get their voice heard, including elected student 
representatives, politicians and legislators, the media, and more demonstrative ways as well. 

Tony Macula remarked that the proposal would cost more, perhaps rising from $800,000 to $5 
million. 

A student identifying herself as a residential computer consultant for three years stated that the 
repair of hardware is the only benefit in terms of service and that most student problems are 
software-based. Her manager agreed, saying that the program "dumbs down" the tech support 
into merely replacing the hard drive at the cost of all the student's information and data. Another 
student pointed out that those on the panel who are against or skeptical about the proposal seem 
to far outnumber those who are for it. 

Helena Waddy said she assumed that the University would give faculty computers to use. She 
then expanded upon an earlier point, expressing her fear that faculty development "eggs are all 
being put in the computer basket" and that "innovation in teaching" is not merely limited to 
computers. She was concerned that we continue to foster interest in other kinds of interactive 
teaching. Dennis responded by saying that faculty development is not only committed to the one 
basket. Dennis Showers reinforced Helena's two key points and stated that the history of 
computer introduction in schools supports this. First, when computers were put into schools at 
high cost, faculty felt obligated to use them, even when they did not enhance learning. Second, it 
was not yet clear that the College was going to put the faculty development eggs into the 
technology basket. Without this commitment, it was not clear that the faculty would be able to 
develop the new skill set needed to take advantage of the new environment. 

Michelle Brummell offered some solutions. One is to use the cart system where departments 
share or own a cart, providing all students with classroom laptops. Another is to keep the 
computer labs open all night with staff. Another is to keep the library open as well. 

Robert Bonfiglio commented that he resented the casting of the program and its implementations 
as "shady," "immoral," and "conspiratorial." He assured that all concerned with the program are 
interested in making Geneseo a better place and that one can disagree without casting aspersions. 

JeeLoo Liu concluded the panel by restating that the purpose of the discussion was part of the 
first stage of raising awareness, responding to the large part of the college community that is 
e~ther n.ot aware of this program or has no opinion about it. She expressed the hope that the 
discussion on the laptop program could continue outside this forum. 
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